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What’s New in OneTouch Suite 5.333 

Build 1035 

 General – Updated BIN range for Visa Fleet cards. (#91425) 

 DataManager – Fixed null value SQL error that occasionally prevented 
users from generating statements in OneTouch 5.333. (#91357) 

 
General  
1. The Private Card Layout Builder will now check the PrivateCardType 

and PrivateCardLayout tables to verify a system’s identity. (#91408) 
2. OneTouch sync client will now properly trim whitespace in records that 

need to be deleted when a sync conflict occurs due to duplication. 
(#91294) 

3. Enhanced return logic to ensure that approved returns with blank 
authorization references are not declined. (#91344) 

 
Vanguard POS  

1. Voided sales performed by POS users with limited permissions will now 
be properly inserted into the sales payment records. (#91278)  

2. Fixed a timing issue that was occasionally making prepay refunds 
available when users attempted to move prepaid fuel. (#91369) 

 

Build 1027  

 FCT – Prepay labels will now display properly on systems with more than 2 
fueling positions. (#91235) 

 

Build 1026  

 
DataManager 
1. Enhanced DataManager to allow disabling/re-enabling of inventory 

items. (#90094) 
2. Created a new CSMinder Activity Report to help users reconcile data 

between the Triple E POS and their Red River back-office software. 
(#89853) 
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3. Added capability to synchronize multi-side credit limits for sites without 
the AR package enabled. Accompanied by a standardized customer 
payment import. (#90632) 

 Email Assistant – Added toggle to allow users to compress PDF reports 
before sending them to guard against formatting issues. (#75515) 

 
ccEngine  

1. System will now be able to handle concurrent use of WEX cards with 
the same PAN but different Track 2 vehicle IDs. (#90493) 

2. Removed technical debt and optimized timers to improve ccEngine and 
Register card authorization processing times. (#89306) 

3. Fixed error preventing ccEngine colors from updating correctly. 
(#89670) 

4. Updated system to generate better unique fleet reference numbers; will 
prevent post-authorization failures due to matching reference numbers. 
(#90528) 

5. Made changes to the logging and decline logic to resolve instances of 
an empty card object resulting in chargebacks. (#89936) 

6. Corrected the expiration date formatting function to properly handle a 
February expiration in leap years and non-leap years.  (#90699) 

7. Expired Sinclair gift cards are now accepted. (#89561) 

8. Altered connection type logic for ccEngine which previously caused 
new installs and equipment swaps to fail. (#89532) 

 
DataManager  
1. In a multisite environment, bad check names will now be managed at 

the home office and synchronized down to the sites. (#88146) 
2. Newly created quick menu buttons will now default to usable 

foreground and background colors. (#84097) 

3. Advanced pricing levels will now display on the Customer Pricing and 
Discounts report (eee2033.rpt). (#90144) 

4. Updated manual sale entries to use a stored procedure to insert sale 
data that will prevent duplicate entries in the SalePayments table. 
(#90410) 

5. Added the ability to disable combos in DataManager, which was 
previously causing errors for sites with more than 32,000 inventory 
items. (#90174) 

 
eeeConfigurator  
1. The Debit Price Level toggle now properly controls the debit fuel price 

default for the Vanguard and DPT. (#77716) 

2. Users can now toggle the Employee Charge button on and off at the 
register. (#12425) 
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eeeErrorViewer  
1. Removed the Ingenico ‘COM Port’ field and ‘Save & Test’ button from 

the application. (#89832) 
2. The errorViewer application will now flush the DNS cache when a user 

restarts services. (#89438)  

3. The errorViewer application will now relaunch properly after an 
installation completes. (#89519) 

 
General  
1. POS terminals will now check for mismatched software versions before 

the AddorUpdateConnectedTerminals method is called. (#89557) 

2. Restored error logging capabilities for the file import plugin to function 
with .NET 4.0 on Windows 10. (#90392) 

3. Optimized EtechMonitor2 CPU to use less than 10% CPU on average. 
(#89831) 

4. Removed the call to truncate CardsLockedOut table from the GoLive 
script, which was causing the script to fail. (#90678) 

5. Removed the explicit rollback block to now allow connected terminals 
and Pioneer sites to roll back from 5.3 versions. (#90527) 

6. Upgrade scripts will now sanitize UPC data during execution to clean 
out symbols causing upgrade failures. (#90538) 

7. Bundled the e3SecureCert.pfx with the pioneer package to resolve the 
reported missing cert error.  (#90818) 

8. Altered the generate priced transactions routine from the Sync Server 
to apply FET exemptions to the necessary sales when invoicing. 
(#89647) 

9. Added function that ensures all cash back/change fields are cleared 
when an EMV debit transaction is declined due to PIN error. (#91041) 

 
Mobile Inventory Manager - Updated the system to use a new stored 
procedure when inserting new prices to be more flexible in the field. 
(#88245) 

 
Quickbooks Sync 
1. Quickbooks Sync now includes vehicle ID, odometer reading, and 

private card number in all synced transaction data. (#89627) 

2. Quickbooks Sync installers have been split into two packages for a 
streamlined installation process. (#89836) 

3. Enhanced customer payment tracking that is synced to Quickbooks. 
(#85507) 

 
Sentinel – Fixed issue causing Sentinel AutoUpdate packages to fail 
during a Navigator upgrade. (#84081) 
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tPortController – Modified the application and associated stored 
procedures to handle a 32-character GUID value for the P97 Host Auth 
Number. (#89729) 

 
Triple E Process Monitor - Restored functionality for cpcontrollerviewer 
monitoring. (#90819) 

 
Vanguard POS  

1. When a prepay sale is voided at the register, the associated refund 
history will now also be properly voided. (#90245) 

2. Users can now search the Card # popup menu that displays from the 
Patron Lookup menu. (#89867) 

3. Updated system to ensure that change given on a split tender sale will 
no longer come from ‘on account’ amounts. (#90408)  

4. Enhanced the system to allow users to remove POS Cashier Prompts 
from the Vanguard POS. (#90244) 

5. Resolved error that occurs while performing paid outs on the register 
application. (#90764) 

6. Altered functionality related to Cenex cards to prevent the text/email 
boxes from populating if eReceipts are disabled. (#90765) 

7. Altered event handlers that could cause card objects to be cleared from 
the salepayments record. (#89753)  

8. Tablet POS users are now able to run magstripe credit card 
transactions over a wireless internet connection. (#89795) 
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